
WRITING ANCHOR CHART FOR KINDERGARTEN

We love these kindergarten anchor charts for covering topics like friendship, shapes, counting, letters and beginning
writing. What are your.

This can be such a tough topic for kids to grasp. Also click on the link for some rhymes that make it easy to
remember the value of each coin. Finally, this anchor chart by The Brown Bag Teacher is fabulous! She
models for her students the progression of writing and her expectations! They used them for spelling and for
checking their sounds. So glad you asked! Most of them are ones I have made and used in my classroom, but I
have added a few others and cited where they came from. Source: Unknown  Change up the word as needed
and it can help students remember how to recognize and spell the word. This chart shows exactly what this
teacher wants each kid to do when they come into the classroom. Please try again. This anchor chart by The
First Grade Parade is another one that is great for the beginning of the year as you explain to them what
writers write. After digging my heels in with writing for a few years and in different grade levels, it ignited a
love for teaching writing. Writing Topics Sometimes kiddos have a hard time picking a topic to write or draw.
This anchor chart by My Crazy Life in Kinder is a beautiful example of labeling. The author is unknown.
Money Chart Help kids remember the difference between coins with this handy chart. Please visit the source
for more information on their anchor chart. It was amazing to see how quickly they picked up on this! When
introducing height and measurement, ask kids to come up to this chart and measure their height using yarn.
Morning Duties From the start of the day, kids do much better when they know what they are expected to do.
This makes it so my students can still access the information, if they need it. I love the illustrations on the left
there that help them remember what to include! Measuring Height This is not standard anchor chart size, but
your students will love it. It was so good for them to see the stages of writing and know that we, as a
classroom, would be celebrating ALL writing! I have created this huge round-up of Kindergarten Anchor
Charts that you might want to include in your routines and curriculum this next year. Restroom Rules Some of
the most important skills kindergartners learn are life skills such as taking care of bathroom needs. This anchor
chart lists and visualizes the different ways they can count. Counting Strategies Kindergartners love to count
as high as they can. Have them get involved in coming up with reasons. Do I keep every anchor chart?


